Steer diagram

Tank steering systems allow a tank , or other continuous track vehicle, to turn. Because the
tracks cannot be angled relative to the hull in any operational design , steering must be
accomplished by speeding one track up, slowing the other down or reversing it , or a
combination of both. Half-track vehicles avoid this by combining steerable wheels and
fixed-speed tracks. Early steering systems were adopted from tracked work vehicles, generally
using a clutch to reduce power to one track, causing it to slow down. These designs have
numerous problems, notably when climbing hills or running at high speed, as the reduction in
power causes the overall speed to slow. Delivering power to both tracks while turning them at
different speeds is a difficult design problem. A series of more advanced designs were
introduced, especially through World War II , that maintained power to both tracks during
steering, a concept known as regenerative steering. Some also allowed one track to move
forward while the other reversed, allowing the tank to spin in place, a concept known as neutral
steering. The first really successful system was the British double differential design of , which
was copied by both the United States and Germany. Most modern Western designs use a
variation of the double differential, while Soviet designs preferred to use two separate
transmissions in a single housing. Systems using electric motors with variable speed controls
have been tried on a number of occasions, but have not entered widespread service. One
solution to the steering problem is to use two separate drivetrains, each driving one track. This
maintains power to both tracks while steering, produces a wide range of turning circles, and
even allows one track to be reversed while the other moves forward, allowing the tank to turn in
place. This may be combined with brakes to further control the steering radius. The obvious
disadvantage to this design is the cost and complexity of two drive trains, and the increased
maintenance load that implies. Another is that if one engine fails, the other cannot be used to
drive both tracks. Both of these problems were greatly reduced in the case of steam power ,
where the majority of the engine in terms of size and weight is the boiler , and the cylinders that
extract that power are much smaller in comparison. It can also provide variable output by
controlling the amount of steam sent to each cylinder. It is much more complex when used with
internal combustion engines. A less obvious problem is that it is very difficult to keep such a
vehicle moving in a straight line. Although a governor can be used to ensure the two engine
speeds are similar, loads on the tracks will not be the same as it moves over different terrain,
causing the more heavily loaded track to slow and the tank to turn in that direction. This will
cause the tank to wander when moving over uneven ground. This is not an issue at very low
speeds, and the system is sometimes used on bulldozers and other tracked construction
vehicles. For tanks, considerable driver skill and constant adjustment are needed, even at the
relatively low speeds seen on early designs. Examples of true twin-drive systems are not
common, but have existed through much of tank history. A simple step up from the dual-drive
concept is to use a single engine and split the power output into two transmissions. Steering is
accomplished by changing the gear on one track and not the other. This reduces the complexity
of the dual-drive system when combined with a modern engine. It also introduces a new
behaviour; additional load on one track causes the other to slow as well. This is actually an
improvement over the dual drive solution, as it causes the entire tank to slow, not turn towards
the loaded track. The downside to this approach is that high-power transmissions are
failure-prone devices, especially in the World War II era. They are also complex and
time-consuming devices to build and repair. Although it eliminates a second engine, compared
to the dual-drive concept, it is still relatively complex compared to the solutions that follow.
Dual-drive systems were widely used since the earliest days of tracked vehicles, including the
Holt 75 tractor that saw widespread use in World War I. The British also continued to use it on
light tanks like the Covenanter and Crusader of the early war period. The Soviets introduced
this system for their KV experimental tank, and this led to its use in the IS tank family. Later
versions introduced more gears to produce multiple turning radii, including reversing one track.
The T introduced a new model with seven speeds, and this basic system has been used on the
T , T and Chinese Type The simplest single-engine steering system in mechanical terms, and
almost universally used on early tank designs, was the combination of a brake and a clutch
connected to steering controls. The controls were normally a pair of vertical handles, one for
each track. Pulling on a handle disengaged the clutch, releasing that track and causing it to
slow down. Further motion of the handle increasingly applied the brake to that track, allowing
the turning circle to be adjusted. The main disadvantage of this design is that when steering is
applied the engine power is removed from the track. This makes the tank slow down, even if the
brake is not applied. If the tank is climbing, or in soft terrain, forward motion may stop entirely.
Another disadvantage is that the brakes constantly dissipate vast amounts of heat when
steering, which is very power-inefficient. The brakes suitable to steer a large vehicle are also
impracticably large. Clutch braking was introduced by the French in during World War I. Most

light tanks used it through the s and 30, as well as some larger tanks like the British
experimental Vickers Independent and Soviet T Differential braking or braked differential
systems remove the clutches on the track and add a differential on the transmission output. The
differential allows the tracks to turn at different speeds while remaining powered. Steering is
then accomplished by slowing one track with a brake. The advantage to this design is that
power is maintained to both tracks even while steering is taking place. Another advantage is
outright simplicity; the steering system connects directly to the brake and nothing else,
producing a very simple mechanical arrangement. The main disadvantage, like the clutch
braking system, is that steering dissipates heat through the brakes. Unlike the clutched system,
however, in this case all turning requires braking. This can be used on lighter tanks, but the
amount of kinetic energy in larger tanks makes the required brakes impractically large. Another
disadvantage is that the differential will allow the tracks to turn at different speeds no matter
what the cause may be. This may be the application of braking, but also occurs as the tank
travels over terrain; if one side of the tank enters softer terrain and slows down, the tank will
naturally turn towards that side. Forward momentum tends to offset this effect, so it is mainly a
problem at low speeds. Clutch braking became popular only because of its mechanical
simplicity. Differential braking could be found on many smaller tanks, especially in the
pre-World War II era. One common example was the Bren Carrier. Differential braking systems
are essentially an epicyclic transmission with a single fixed gear ratio transmitted through idler
pinions. The controlled differential adds an extension to the rack holding the idlers, and puts a
conventional brake on that extension. With the brake applied, the idlers are locked and the
system works like a conventional epicyclic. When the brake is released, the idlers spin,
reducing the speed of rotation on that side. This causes the output on that side to slow down by
a fixed amount. The advantage to this design is that the brake is not being applied to slow the
vehicle, it is simply clutching the second set of gears in or out. This means it does not dissipate
energy, except in the brief period it is being applied or released. Smoother steering can be
accomplished by partial application of the brake, but then it begins to dissipate energy like the
braked differential. The main disadvantage is that there is only one turning radius. Like the
standard differential solution, these systems are also subject to self-turning when travelling
over terrain. The system was invented by Cleveland Tractor Company in , and is sometimes
known by the trademarked name Cletrac Differential. It was used by most French tanks in the
inter-war era, as well as on the German Grosstraktor. The more complex double differential
system is similar to the controlled differential in basic concept, in that it controls the speed of
the tracks by controlling the rotation of the idlers. However, in this case two complete
differentials are used, one for each track, and the idlers are controlled not by a brake, but a
second power shaft, the steering shaft. Normally the steering shaft is connected to the engine
directly, instead of the output from the transmission. This means it spins at a relatively narrow
range of RPM compared to the main drive shaft. The steering shaft is split into two output shafts
through a clutch system that allows the outputs to spin forward, backward, or not at all. An idler
reverses the direction on one side, so they always spin in opposite directions. With the clutch
off, so the shaft does not spin, the idlers in the two differentials are fixed in place. This is just
like the controlled differential with the brake on. When the steering clutch is engaged, the shaft
spins one of the idler sets forward and the other backward, causing one track to speed up and
the other to slow down. Since the speed difference of the two tracks is independent of the
gearbox selection, this makes the steering effect less pronounced at higher speeds; this means
the tank has a longer turning radius at higher speeds, which is generally what is wanted. The
system, however, produces only one radius for any given gearbox selection. The system is fully
regenerative, all of the engine's power reaches the track either through the main driveshaft or
the steering system, none of the energy is being lost to brakes or clutches. Additionally, since
power is fed around the transmission to the steering system, in some designs the tank can be
turned even when the main gearbox is not engaged. The limitation on this feature is the strength
of the steering shaft, which has to be strong enough to move the tank if this feature is desired,
but otherwise can be made lighter if this is not needed. Double differentials were first used in
experiments in France starting in , and found on many heavy tanks of World War II, including
the German Tigers. The addition of a continuously variable output using a hydrostatic
transmission was used on the Char B1 , providing smooth changes in turning radius that
eliminated the system's main drawback. The low efficiency of this system meant it was not
widely used, but rapid improvement in hydrodynamic fluid couplings made it common in the
post-war era. Most Western tank designs since the s have used a variation on this design,
notably the M60 Patton and M1 Abrams. This system was devised by Dr. The triple differential is
a modification to the double differential, replacing the steering clutches with a single braked
differential similar to a controlled differential. This third differential produces any desired output

speed in the steering shaft, compared to the double differential where the speed of the shaft is
fixed. This output drives the steering idlers of an otherwise unchanged double differential,
producing continuously variable steering. It has all the advantages of the double differential,
while the only disadvantage is that the brake on the third differential dissipates some energy
while slipping, but this is dependent only on the amount of energy being used to steer the
vehicle, not the total energy being delivered to the tracks. The triple differential was used
primarily on war-time and post-war British tanks, first on the Churchill tank and later on the
Cromwell tank and its follow-on designs. It gave these designs unparalleled maneuverability
and the ability to climb that was not matched by other designs until well into the Cold War. This
system is generally not used today, in favour of improved hydrodynamic transmissions in the
double differential, starting with the transmission in the Challenger. The Maybach system is
essentially a simplified version of the double differential, or more accurately in mechanical
terms, a double controlled differential. It replaces the double differential's forward and reverse
steering shaft and clutch system with a single shaft that spins in one direction, and brakes on
the idlers. Like the controlled differential, the brakes are normally applied to keep the idlers
fixed. The steering inputs release one or the other brake to cause the idler to spin and that track
to slow. Unlike the full double differential, the other side is not sped up so the system is not
fully regenerative, and since both idler sets spin in the same direction, it does not offer neutral
steering. The Maybach system was used only on a single design, the Panther tank. The late-war
state of Germany's economy, especially machining capability and supply of strong materials,
meant that only small numbers of the complex double differential could be produced. For the
Panther, intended to be mass-produced, Maybach designed the AK transmission with a number
of design notes intended to simplify production. Early steering systems were inefficient and lost
so much power that they were ineffective for heavy vehicles. Holt Manufacturing Company the
ancestor of Caterpillar Inc. A comparable design was used on the French Saint-Chamond and in
turn adapted to be fitted in a test vehicle of the British Mark II series. None of these were
particularly successful, although several hundred units of the Saint-Chamond were produced.
While moderately successful, these early systems were large and extremely heavy; the one in
the Saint-Chamond added five tons. Some of the first attempts at new electric transmissions
were made by the British early-war period TOG experiments , and by the Germans as part of
mid-war experiments in heavy tanks. The most notable among the German efforts was the
Porsche entry for the contest that would eventually produce the Tiger. In practice, the
powertrain of the Porsche designs proved even less reliable than the traditional type, and by the
late war era the supply of copper was too limited to consider using so much in drivetrain
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